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In this paper, we suggest that participatory research (PR) is neither a research methodology, nor uniquely associated with qualitative methods, but rather an approach to research through which stakeholders can implement quantitative, qualitative or mixed methods study designs. By illustrating three partnerships retained in our recent systematic review of PR, we highlight issues involved in partnered quantitative research. Examples demonstrate that commitment to dialogue and consensus building among partnership stakeholders is key to ensuring that methods generate scientifically valid research without creating community harm, loss of reputation, stigma or without generating feelings of denial, betrayal and exclusion.
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INTRODUCTION

Participatory research (PR) has been defined as “systematic enquiry, with the collaboration of those affected by the issue being studied, for the purpose of education and taking action or effecting social change” (Green et al.,...
Due to the work activity involved in PR (e.g., ongoing dialogue among diverse stakeholders and interpersonal relationships), a tendency has been to understand PR as a research methodology and to conflate or confuse it with qualitative methods. We submit that PR is neither, in itself, a research methodology, nor a set of methods, but rather an approach to undertaking research. This view supports others who have stated that “although often and erroneously referred to as a research method, community-based participatory research and other participatory approaches are not methods at all but orientations to research” (Minkler and Wallerstein, 2008: 6). Other, more methodological views of PR (Jordan, 2003; Schwandt, 2007) have begun from the premise that it is intended mainly to benefit one particular group, the group from which the identified need arises; and thus the methods of creating new action-oriented knowledge should necessarily derive from that group’s epistemology. However, if we begin from the premise that PR may be the collaborative creation of knowledge by multiple groups of stakeholders, each with their disparate worldviews and means of creating, exchanging and applying knowledge, then it follows that PR is an approach to research rather than a methodology or an epistemologically-situated set of methods. In practice, members of multi-stakeholder coalitions can use the most appropriate methods for answering their research questions - including qualitative, quantitative, or mixed methods. Therefore, when researchers and non-academic stakeholders form partnerships to formulate and undertake research, the partnerships can determine how best to obtain some answers to their questions and design a study accordingly.

In this paper, our goal is to illustrate and discuss the use of quantitative methods in PR. Specifically, we highlight three partnerships from our recent realist review (Jagosh et al., 2012) that used quantitative methods to show that not only is PR an approach used in tandem with a diversity of methodological designs, but that community participation has influence over the development of methods, in a way that is not apparent in non-PR research. Our review synthesis suggests that tensions over data collection, research design and subsequent modifications to methods are more significant for academic-community partnerships that use quantitative methods including planning randomized control trials (RCTs) and quasi-experimental studies, than for partnerships that use qualitative methods solely.

**BACKGROUND: CLARIFYING PR**

In this paper, we use PR as an umbrella term that includes community-based participatory research, participatory action research, action research, collaborative enquiry, and emancipatory research (Minkler and Wallerstein, 2008).
With the recent understanding of the importance of applying knowledge translation to improve the uptake of research results, partners may also include policy makers and others responsible for applying research findings to effect changes (Graham et al., 2006; Parry, Salsberg and Macaulay, 2009). In addition, we define a participatory approach to mean that teams should equitably co-govern the research with co-decision making between researchers and non-academic partners occurring through all the stages of research (e.g., finalizing the research question(s), data collection, analysis and interpretation, and disseminating the findings). This does not mean that partners are necessarily involved in every decision in planning and implementation, but that there is a general consensus toward shared decision-making, co-governance and oversight throughout the research process (Shulz et al., 2005). All partnerships described in this paper meet the above criteria for PR.

FINDINGS REGARDING USE OF QUANTITATIVE METHODS FROM A RECENT REALIST REVIEW

To illustrate and discuss the use of quantitative methods in PR, we draw on examples from our recent systematic realist review of community-based participatory health research, which is described in detail elsewhere (Jagosh et al., 2012; Jagosh et al., 2011; Macaulay et al., 2011). In the realist review, we synthesized data from 23 partnerships (276 documents) to better understand the benefits of PR for research processes and health outcome goals. The partnership coalitions were comprised of academic and non-academic stakeholders, who planned, implemented, and evaluated community-based health intervention research. The duration of each of the partnerships varied, ranging from 2 to 26 years, with the longer-term partnerships planning and implementing numerous research projects in sequence over many years.

All 23 partnerships from our review employed quantitative methods in their research designs: eight used quantitative methods exclusively (observational and/or experimental designs), 11 conducted separate qualitative and quantitative research designs at different times during the partnership life course, two used mixed methods research designs exclusively, and two used quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods research designs in the various studies they conducted. An account of how each of these partnerships addressed issues relating to the co-design of quantitative methods is beyond the scope of the present report. Not all partnerships had well-documented descriptions of the challenges and facilitators to implementing quantitative methods. For these reasons, we chose three partnerships, which employe quantitative methods and have also...
well described the process of negotiation among PR stakeholders about how these methods would be implemented in the community setting, to be used as illustrative cases.

The partnerships described here are: (a) Kahnawake Schools Diabetes Prevention Project (KSDPP), (b) The East Harlem Diabetes Center for Excellence Partnership and (c) Project BRIDGE (for HIV and substance abuse prevention in African American adolescents). The KSDPP partnership undertook multiple quantitative descriptive studies using cross-sectional and longitudinal quantitative studies: to follow the impact of school and community level healthy lifestyle interventions on elementary school children; to evaluate subgroups of children; and to evaluate the evolution of this partnership over 10 years. We will show how, through ongoing dialogue, community members and academics reached consensus in planning the evaluations to ensure respect for community values. The East Harlem and Project BRIDGE partnerships illustrate how and why established partnerships, with equitable co-governance across the stages of research, chose to conduct randomized control trials (RCTs) and quasi-experimental studies. Applying these study designs within partnerships led to debates between academic and community stakeholders concerning balancing the external validity of the research (through recruitment to a control group which does not receive the intervention) and the relationship and ethical consequences of such control group designs on the community and the academic-community relationship.

Requests were sent to key members of each of these three partnerships to confirm the accuracy of our descriptions of the work they conducted. We received responses from the Kahnawake Schools Diabetes Prevention Project and Project BRIDGE partnerships confirming that our description of the partnership was agreeable to their perspective.

Respecting community values and evaluating PR project governance and ownership

The community-academic partnership for the ongoing Kahnawake Schools Diabetes Prevention Project (KSDPP) was established in 1994 to address the community’s request that ‘something be done’ to address the high prevalence of Type 2 diabetes, and perceived increases in childhood obesity in the Kanien’kehá:ka (Mohawk) community of Kahnawake, Quebec. For this project, the community is represented through the KSDPP Community Advisory Board which has shared decision-making powers across all stages of research (Macaulay et al., 1997) and that are clearly delineated in the
KSDPP Code of Research Ethics\(^1\). Elders of the community requested that the project focus on young children, so healthy lifestyle interventions were developed for the children attending the elementary schools, together with supporting interventions designed to reach the entire community\(^2\).

The research began by collecting baseline data from children attending two elementary schools. The data collected from children in grades 1-6 included anthropometric measurements, questionnaires to evaluate eating, screen time and physical activity behaviors and a fitness test (Macaulay et al., 1997). Repeated measurements were taken over eight years to evaluate the impact of the interventions (Paradis et al., 2005). In addition, children in grades 4-6 also completed a 24-hour dietary recall to assess nutrient intakes: this data was also used to evaluate snacking patterns of normal weight and overweight children, with the goal of trying to better understand dietary associations with weight (Mercille, Receveur and Macaulay, 2010).

In planning these studies, the partnership followed the KSDPP Code of Research Ethics that had been developed by the researchers together with the Community Advisory Board at the outset of the project (Macaulay et al., 1997) and engaged in very detailed discussions about which data collection tools to use and how to use the results. For example, the Community Advisory Board made it very clear at the beginning of the project that the data from children attending the two elementary schools must be combined, because comparing the children attending the two schools would have been culturally inappropriate. Other discussions focused on the anthropometric measurements (height, weight and skin fold thicknesses) and who should be collecting them in order to reduce embarrassment to the children and to allay parental concerns. The final decision was that children should be measured wearing light clothing so that they felt more comfortable and the measurements were taken by a trained community nurse (as opposed to a community research assistant). When assessing snacking habits, the Community Advisory Board agreed to compare children of different weight status, provided the results should not be used to change the interventions i.e., that all the interventions remain the same for all the children and that the overweight children should not be treated differently or stigmatized. Again, researchers readily agreed to this stipulation.

In contrast to most PR ownership evaluations using qualitative methods, KSDPP also chose quantitative data collection methods to evaluate the evolution of project governance and ownership across three time-points. Questions probed into the levels of influence on various aspects of the project

---

2. See www.ksdpp.org for more details and publications.
for each partner and culminated in the question: “Which partner is the primary owner of KSDPP at the present time?” With input from community staff, academic researchers and Community Advisory Board members a survey previously administered in the formalization (18 months) and mobilization (5 years) stages was adapted to also evaluate decisions related to the ethics of the partnership in the maintenance stage (10 years). The revised survey was administered to those involved in KSDPP during project maintenance phase (10 years). For the question “Which partner is the primary owner of KSDPP at the present time?”, linear trend analysis showed a gradual change from the Aboriginal KSDPP staff being perceived as the primary owner at 18 months, to joint staff-Community Advisory Board ownership at 5 years and to the Community Advisory Board being perceived as the primary owner at 10 years. At no time were the academic partners perceived as the primary owner. The results were useful to assess levels of governance of the project, supported the PR principle that researchers should approach Aboriginal communities with willingness to partner rather than to dictate help, and also demonstrated that long-term funding is needed to build community capacity (Cargo et al., 2011).

**Planning RCTs and Quasi-Experimental Trials using a PR approach**

Numerous debates arose in the collaborative planning and implementation of community-based health intervention trials. These debates pertained to (a) whether or not to have a control group, (b) how to recruit participants to the intervention and control groups, and (c) how to balance external validity granted by control group design with ethics and relational considerations of having some community participants not receive the intervention. In many instances, we found that the involvement of community in planning such trials led to modifications of control group randomization to respect the interests of the community as well as the academic-community relationship. The outcome of debates between co-governing stakeholders is depicted in Figure 1.

**Project BRIDGE.** Project BRIDGE is a partnership which was initiated in 1997 with a mandate to plan an intervention for HIV/AIDS and substance abuse prevention. The partnership was comprised of members of a local university, an HIV prevention organization, and a church organization. The coalition was built on a relationship between one academic and one community (church) member, who had previously worked on substance abuse initiatives (Marcus et al., 2004). After three years of partnership building, conducting an extensive literature review on the study topics, and engaging in ongoing weekly meetings, the partnership applied for and
received a grant to implement a three-year intervention aimed at reducing substance use and HIV/AIDS in African-American adolescents (Marcus et al., 2004). The proposed intervention included four components: (a) a cognitive-behavioural substance abuse prevention program, (b) an afro-centric prevention program based on arts, media, communication, music, and physical activity strategies, (c) an abstinence-focused curriculum; and (d) a faith-based component (Marcus et al., 2004). To increase the external validity of the research, the academic members of the coalition proposed incorporating a comparison group which would not receive the intervention. This led to questions by the community members about how to identify the comparison group while ensuring that some adolescents not be ‘objectified’ in the process. After months of ongoing dialogue, a comparison group from a neighbouring faith-based ministry was identified and participants were given incentives for their participation. Additionally, this ministry’s staff and volunteers were offered training to fully implement Project BRIDGE in their setting at a later time.

Unlike other partnerships, the coalition decided that it was safe to maintain a randomization (control group vs. intervention group), with the understanding that the neighbouring ministry would be given the educational resources to complete their own intervention at a later date. Notably however, “Church members shifted their views about the value of comparison groups over time with the realization that the comparison group would substantiate changes they were seeing and, thus, enable the team to attract future funding and to serve larger numbers of young people” (Marcus et al., 2004: 353). Thus, no modifications to control group randomization were made.

**East Harlem Diabetes Center for Excellence Partnership.** The East Harlem Diabetes Center for Excellence Partnership also conducted a community trial, but the issue of control group design resulted in a different outcome. This ongoing partnership was initiated in 1997 between academics and community-based health professionals, health educators, community members, and health service and policy leaders. After lengthy initial negotiations to solidify the research agenda, the coalition agreed to focus their efforts on community-based diabetes awareness and prevention. Between 1997 and 2006 the coalition conducted a number of research activities, including a series of community events to raise awareness for diabetes prevention as well as two community-based needs assessment surveys. This work culminated in the development of a community-based RCT, which was implemented in 2007 to test the efficacy of a peer-led weight reduction program for African-American adults (Project HEED) (Goldfinger et al., 2008; Horowitz et al., 2009). At that point, the coalition guiding the RCT was comprised of “33 leaders of community-based health and social service
organizations, religious institutions, and seniors’ and tenants’ organizations, as well as local activists” (Horowitz et al., 2004: 371). Among issues discussed was the fact that the coalition had to negotiate differing views on control group randomization. The community advisory board members, who were connected to community organizations, offered to recruit participants for project HEED from those organizations. However, the academics’ perspective was that such an approach to recruitment would not fulfill the requirements of random assignment and would create a biased sample. In other words, the results of the research would only be generalizable to the community participants connected to these organizations, rather than the community at large. Alternatively, community members were concerned about the narrow parameters for inclusion in the randomized trial, which would exclude many community members, resulting in local cynicism and mistrust of the program and damaging potential to disseminate and sustain the program in the future. After 10 years of successful partnering, many coalition members had an appreciation of different perspectives from past collaborative experiences. This previous co-decision making contributed to the development of trust and social cohesion which formed part of the context of the debates about random assignment. Through the lengthy negotiation process, all parties came to an agreement. The academic members agreed that random assignment could damage partnership relationships and create negative community perceptions concerning the project, which would be more costly to the project than the negative impact of quasi-random assignment to the research design. In demonstrating flexibility in the way participants would be recruited to the study, academic members led the community to feeling respected and enthusiastic about their involvement in the study: “researchers were pleased to adopt community leaders’ recommendations as these leaders moved from being reluctant to recommend potential participants to enthusiastically offering to recruit participants” (Horowitz et al., 2004: 371). Although the partnership chose to recruit participants connected to the community agency partners (vs. random recruitment from the community at large), the limitations this incurred were offset by the gains achieved through heeding community concerns. As a result, community members became more enthusiastic about the project and, with this enhanced trust and respect among stakeholders, were energized to recruit participants, thus leading to high enrolment.
DISCUSSION

This paper illustrates the use of quantitative methods by PR partnerships for planning, implementing, and evaluating health interventions, and also, for assessing partnership processes. The cases we present here exemplify how, with ongoing honest dialogue, it is possible to conduct quantitative methods and maintain respect for community concerns (Buchanan, Miller and Wallerstein, 2007). Similar to qualitative methods, designing and implementing quantitative methods at the community level requires an ongoing and very detailed dialogue between stakeholders. This is especially true if the partnerships are not well-established and if they lack the foundation of mutual trust and respect. The examples presented in this paper illustrate how years of partnership building and the cultivations of synergistic relationships can generate trust, respect, and community capacity to promote long-term partnerships and carry out sensitive quantitative study designs (e.g., baseline...
measurements, longitudinal studies and randomized and non-randomized trials) that would have been difficult to implement without such partnership building. Similar to qualitative methods, collaboratively designing and implementing quantitative methods requires co-learning – such that all parties express, and come to understand, all the advantages and disadvantages in making decisions on various research protocol designs. The dialogue process may require negotiations around controversial decisions, the outcomes of which depend to a large extent on how much trust and synergy has been achieved in the partnership at that point in time.

Coalition members need to ensure that such methods generate scientifically valid research without creating community harm, loss of reputation, promotion of stigma and embarrassment or without generating feelings of denial, betrayal or exclusion. At the same time, community members are well positioned to reflect how the rigour and quality of scientific methods can lead to a high quality research product which in turn increases the chances for securing future funding for research and program activities. These considerations also require ongoing, sensitive dialogue to weigh the advantages and disadvantages of various outcomes in decision-making. For some coalitions, the reality that RCTs can bring new resources into the community, for instance, may offset concerns about the negative impact of control group assignment on the community. For other coalitions, the opposite is true. In all instances, we suggest that the variables of context will determine the outcome (e.g., the degree of trust already established in the academic-community relationship, the perceived potential for harm in conducting an RCT, etc.).

The learning curve also pertains to the academic members of these partnerships who are positioned to improve their skills in communicating about quantitative methods and becoming more informed about the impact of such methods on community relations. While community members learn concepts of research design, measures and statistical analysis, it has been noted that “the academic partners require substantial mentoring from the community council […] on approaches to communicate effectively with community partners and permit respectful engagement in methods discussions” (Wells et al., 2006: S1-9). As demonstrated in the East Harlem example, community members had to explain to the academic members that the randomization of control/intervention groups would alienate members of the community, and if the message circulated within the community that the study was going to choose some people at the expense of others, overall recruitment could potentially be jeopardized. In this case, the disagreement over study design became an opportunity for academic members to
learn about how the community functions, and to demonstrate humility and flexibility, which then led to renewed enthusiasm among key community stakeholders responsible for recruiting people to the intervention.

**CONCLUSION**

PR is an approach to research that can involve a variety of methodologies and methods in planning, implementing and evaluating health interventions, and also evaluating partnerships. Unlike non-participatory approaches, PR can enhance the implementation of quantitative methods at the community level by ensuring that community interests are met at every step in the process. The partnered approach also provides the opportunity for community members to learn and recognize the benefits of conducting scientific research, while at the same time protecting community interests and the academic-community relationship. The outcome of ongoing dialogue between stakeholders on quantitative research methods can vary; however, coming to consensus, regardless of the outcome, through dedicated communication, patience, understanding, humility, and flexibility strengthens the trust bond in these partnerships, which facilitates future work along a chain of project and infrastructure developments. We hope that highlighting the complex issues involved in partnered quantitative research can serve those who are embarking on such studies which involve multi-stakeholder co-governance of quantitative research designs.
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